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Abstract: Optimizing the electronic structure of covalent
organic framework (COF) photocatalysts is essential for
maximizing photocatalytic activity. Herein, we report an
isoreticular family of multivariate COFs containing
chromenoquinoline rings in the COF structure and
electron-donating or withdrawing groups in the pores.
Intramolecular donor-acceptor (D-A) interactions in the
COFs allowed tuning of local charge distributions and
charge carrier separation under visible light irradiation,
resulting in enhanced photocatalytic performance. By
optimizing the optoelectronic properties of the COFs, a
photocatalytic uranium extraction efficiency of 8.02 mg/
g/day was achieved using a nitro-functionalized multi-
component COF in natural seawater, exceeding the
performance of all COFs reported to date. Results
demonstrate an effective design strategy towards high-
activity COF photocatalysts with intramolecular D-A
structures not easily accessible using traditional syn-
thetic approaches.

Introduction

Due to their compositional flexibility and tunable pore
characteristics, covalent organic frameworks (COFs)[1] are
gaining importance in energy storage and conversion,[2]

sensing,[3] separation,[4] environmental remediation,[5] and
catalysis.[6] The functionality of COFs depends on the linkers
or building blocks used in their construction and their spatial
arrangement. In this context, introducing functional groups
on the organic linkers is an effective way to tune the pore
characteristics of COFs. Cooperatively combining two or
more different functional groups into COF pores can
engender beneficial synergistic functions.[7] This has moti-
vated researchers to construct multicomponent COFs with
emergent properties not found in typical single- or two-
component frameworks.[8]

Recently, COFs have attracted attention as
photocatalysts,[9] due to their well-defined pores,[10] suitable
electronic band gap,[11] efficient exciton migration,[12] rapid
photogenerated charge separation and transfer kinetics,[13]

and long charge carrier lifetimes.[14] In many studies,
cobaloxime co-catalysts were used to improve photocatalytic
efficiency and stability of COFs.[15] Chen and co-workers

showed that halogen modulation of COF linkers could
efficiently suppress charge recombination and significantly
reduce the energy barrier for visible-light-driven hydrogen
evolution.[16] Subsequently, a series of isoreticular COFs
were prepared to explore the main factors influencing
visible-light-driven photocatalytic H2 production.[17] Next,
porphyrinic covalent organic frameworks were synthesized,
with the incorporation of Zn2+ and Ni2+ cations found to
regulate excitonic effects, greatly improving photocatalytic
performance.[18] In recent notable contributions, several
research groups have built donor-acceptor (D-A) systems to
enable effective photogenerated charge separation and
efficient charge migration.[19] These findings have opened up
new avenues for the design of efficient COF-based photo-
catalysts. In these works, D-A systems were created by
preparing electron-deficient or electron-donating linkers
separately, then self-assembling the linkers into COFs with
D-A heterojunctions (Figure 1a). In these systems, the
donor and the acceptor linkers are often connected by imine
bonds[19] which hinders electron transport properties, repre-
senting a significant bottleneck in the development of high-
performance COF photocatalysts. For such COFs, there is a
lack of fundamental understanding of the relationship
between the internal electronic structure of the COFs and
the factors affecting catalytic activity at a molecular level.

Isoreticular chemistry allows the design and synthesis of
functional COFs for specific applications.[1a,7, 20] Inspired by
this guiding chemistry principle, we herein propose a general
strategy for the design of multivariate COFs incorporating
tunable photocatalytic components, in which electron ex-
citon behaviors and photocatalytic activity were modulated
by tuning the local charge distribution in pores. The donor
and acceptor sites of COFs were rationally tuned by
introducing the electron donating and attracting groups on
the linkers, resulting in different local charge distributions
(Figure 1b). To achieve this objective, we first designed and
synthesized a family of tertiary COFs through molecular
engineering concepts (Figure 1c). In a subsequent step, post-
synthetic modification transformed propenyloxy groups to
chemically stable chromenoquinoline rings through the
Povarov reaction, eliminating imine bonds and increasing π-
conjugation, thereby creating novel donor-acceptor systems
and COFs with greatly enhanced photocatalytic activity
(Figure 1c). We then systematically explored the relation-
ships between the pore characteristics and photocatalytic
properties of the COFs under visible light irradiation, using
uranium extraction from seawater as a test reaction. The
analysis revealed that a number of the post-synthetically
modified COFs fabricated in this work (COF 4P, COF 6P,
and COF 7P) were particularly efficient photocatalysts for
uranium extraction in the absence of any sacrificial reagents.
COF 4P delivered fast kinetics and a high uranium uptake
efficiency of 8.02 mg/g/day in natural seawater, a record-
high extraction efficiency for a COF-based material. An
array of experimental methods and theoretical calculations
revealed that the electron attracting (electron-withdrawing
ability follows: nitro>bromine>pyridine N) and donating
groups (electron-donating ability follows: o-dihydroxy�p-
dihydroxyl>methoxyl) anchored on the aromatic rings of
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the linkers in the COFs created a non-uniform distribution
of electron clouds on the aromatic rings, effectively enhanc-
ing the intramolecular interactions between electron donors
and acceptors in the pores, thus improving the optoelec-
tronic properties of the COFs and improving charge carrier
separation. In comparison, aromatic ring linkers with
uniformly distributed electron clouds demonstrated poor
photocatalytic activities due to the overlapped locally
excited states, thus decreasing intramolecular interactions
between donors and acceptors. Importantly, the multi-
component nature of these frameworks allowed us to
understand and optimize the factors influencing photo-
catalytic performance, guiding the future design of improved
COF-based photocatalysts for different applications.

Results and Discussion

Quinoline-based COFs demonstrate photothermal conver-
sion ability under visible light irradiation.[21] Accordingly, we
hypothesized that the incorporation of chromenoquinoline
rings into multivariate COF frameworks might be beneficial

for enhancing photocatalysis. Figure 1c shows that general
synthetic route adopted in this work for the preparation of
COFs, which was amenable to the incorporation of a variety
of substituents onto the multivariate framework and late-
stage conversion of the propenyloxy groups to quinoline
rings. In the first stage, isoreticular tertiary COFs (denoted
as COF 1 to COF 7) were synthesized via an imine
condensation of 1,3,5-tris(4-aminophenyl)benzene, 2,5-bis-
(allyloxy)terephthalaldehyde, and 1,4-phthalaldehyde ana-
logues with acetic acid as the catalyst in a mixture of
mesitylene/1,4-dioxane at 120 °C for 3 days. Subsequently,
post-synthetic conversion of synthesized imine COFs to
chromenoquinoline-based COFs (denoted as COFs 1P to
7P, respectively) were achieved through Povarov reactions
under solvothermal conditions.[21b]

Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra for COFs 1
to 7 (Figures 2a, S1) showed the disappearance of the
characteristic NH2 and C=O signals at �3340 cm� 1 and
1685 cm� 1, respectively, of the linkers, together with the
appearance of new peaks at �1613 cm� 1 and �1588 cm� 1

associated with imine C=N stretching vibrations. After the
post-synthetic reaction, the C=N stretching vibrations (

Figure 1. a) Schematic illustration of a traditional donor-acceptor (D-A) system in COF photocatalysts. b) Schematic illustration of our strategy for
the construction of D-A systems through introducing electron donating and attracting groups on aromatic linkers in multivariate COF
photocatalysts. c) Illustration of the synthesis of COFs 1P to 7P, highlighting that the local electronic environment can be programmed by a
combination of post-synthetic modification strategy and installation of remote linkers.
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�1613 cm� 1 and �1588 cm� 1) were retained, with new
signals being observed at 1461 cm� 1 and 1313 cm� 1, demon-
strating the success formation of the chromenoquinoline
rings in COF 1P to COF 7P.[21b,22] The solid-state 13C cross-
polarization with magic-angle spinning (CP-MAS) NMR
spectrum of COF 1 showed signals at 62, 126, and 114 ppm
due to vinyl carbon atoms on the propenyloxy groups, whilst
the aromatic carbon atoms gave peaks at 131 and 119 ppm
(Figure 2b). Subsequently, the solid-state 13C NMR spectra
of COFs 1P to 7P showed the disappearance of vinyl carbon
signals at 114 and 126 ppm, further confirming the formation
of chromenoquinoline rings (Figure 2b). The post-syntheti-

cally modified COFs could be “fingerprinted” on the basis
of carbon signals associated with specific functional groups
in the 1,4-phthalaldehyde analogue-derived linkers in each
COF: COF 2P (pyridine ring, 141 and 134 ppm), COF 3P
(carbon bonded to bromine, 116 ppm), COF 4P (carbon
bonded to a nitro group, 146 ppm), COF 5P (methoxyl
group and carbon bonded to methoxyl group, 151, 111,
52 ppm), COF 6P (carbon bonded to a hydroxyl, 154 ppm),
and COF 7P (carbon bonded to a hydroxyl group, 149 ppm).

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) and Pawley refine-
ment analysis were employed to study the crystallinity of the
newly constructed COFs (COFs 1, and 1P to 7P). All the

Figure 2. a) FT-IR transmittance spectra for COFs 1, 1P, and linkers. b) 13C CP-MAS solid-state NMR spectra of COFs 1, 1P, 2P, 3P, 4P, 5P, 6P, and
7P. c), d), e) Experimental PXRD patterns of COFs 1P, 4P, and 6P with corresponding Pawley refinement (red), simulated results (green), and
Bragg positions (khaki) showing good fit to the experimental data (gray) with minimal differences (dark violet). The inset shows the structural
models of each COF assuming the eclipsed (AA) stacking mode. f) SEM image of COF 4P. g) HRTEM image of COF 4P (insets highlight the
honeycomb-like pores).
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PXRD patterns revealed microcrystalline materials (Figur-
es 2c–e, S2, S3, Tables S1–S8). Similar to COF 1 (Figures 2c,
S2), the diffraction pattern of COF 1P showed intense peaks
at 2θ�2.8°, 4.9°, 5.6°, and 7.4°, which were assigned to the
100, 110, 200, and 210 reflections of π–π stacked two
dimensional (2D) crystalline layers. The experimental
results agreed well with a simulated pattern for an eclipsed
(AA) stacking mode constructed using Material Studio
software (Figure 2c). The evidence from Pawley fitting
refined unit cell parameters revealed that COF 1P crystal-
ized in a triclinic P1 space group with unit cell parameters of
a=36.78 Å, b=36.73 Å, c=3.74 Å, α=97.67°, β=96.92°,
and γ=118.67° with RP=2.96%, Rwp=4.24% (Table S2).
Results confirmed COF 1P possessed hexagonal pores with
an estimated pore size of 3.61 nm (Figure S4). The interlayer
distance was approximately 3.74 Å (Figure 2c). The crystal-
line structures of COFs 2P to 7P were also determined using
experimental PXRD data, structure modelling, and Pawley
refinements (Figures 2d, e, S3–S10, Tables S3–S8). The re-
sults showed that all these COFs exhibited similar reflec-
tions and unit cell parameters to COF 1P, indicating all
possessed isostructural porous neutral frameworks. Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) images showed COFs 1P to 7P
to consist of aggregated microspheres (Figures 2f, S11).

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) revealed that the individual microspheres were
composed of smaller nanosheets (Figures 2g, S12). HRTEM
also allowed the internal structures of the COFs to be
probed. One-dimensional channels were observed for
COFs 1P to 7P, revealing the ordered alignment with high
degrees of crystallinity, consistent with the porous structures
measured by PXRD analysis (Figures 2g, S12).

The porosity of COFs 1P to 7P were determined by
nitrogen sorption isotherms on fully activated samples at
77 K. All samples displayed type-IV adsorption/desorption
isotherms, indicating the presence of mesoporous structures
(Figure 3a). The calculated Brunauer–Emmett–Teller
(BET) surface areas of COF 1P, COF 2P, COF 3P, COF 4P,
COF 5P, COF 6P, and COF 7P were 862.4, 775.5, 1129.3,
655.4, 690.8, 773.7, and 301.1 m2g� 1, respectively. Density
functional theory (DFT) analysis revealed the average pore
size in the COFs ranged from �3.3 nm to �3.8 nm, in good
accord with the predicted pore diameters for the eclipsed
AA geometries (Figure S13). These results suggest that the
high order within the lattices of the COFs contributes to
their large porosity, which was expected to facilitate efficient
mass transport during photocatalysis. The thermal stabilities
of COFs 1P to 7P were evaluated by thermogravimetric

Figure 3. a) N2 sorption isotherms measured at 77 K for COFs 1P to 7P. b) PXRD patterns for COFs 1P to 7P after treatment in natural seawater.
c) UV-visible diffuse reflectance spectra for each COF. d) Mott–Schottky plots for each COF. e) Band alignment of each COF. f) EIS spectra of each
COF. g) Photocurrent responses of each COF. h) EPR conduction band e-signals of each COF.
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analysis (TGA) under a N2 atmosphere. The TGA curves
revealed that these COFs were thermally stable up to
�330 °C (Figure S14). Next, we carried out chemical
stability tests on the COFs by immersing the powder
samples in natural seawater, HNO3 (3 M), and NaOH (3 M)
solutions. After 3 days, the powder samples were collected
and characterized by PXRD. Negligible changes in the
characteristic PXRD peaks were found after these treat-
ments, indicating the COFs possessed excellent chemical
stability (Figures 3b, S15, S16). The robust structure and
chemical properties of the COF samples suggested suitabil-
ity for photocatalytic applications under high ionic strength
conditions.

UV/Visible diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (UV/Vis
DRS), electrochemical impedance (EIS), transient photo-
current, and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spec-
troscopy were performed to systematically investigate the
photophysical and electrochemical properties of COFs 1P to
7P. All COFs absorbed strongly between 200 to 800 nm
(Figure 3c), indicating good visible-light-harvesting ability.
The optical band gap energies determined from the
Kubelka–Munk function transformed spectra were 1.48,
1.42, 1.34, 1.25, 1.59, 1.48 and 1.51 eV for COFs 1P, 2P, 3P,
4P, 5P, 6P, and 7P, respectively (Figure S17). These narrow
band gap energies suggest that the COF photocatalysts
should offer good visible-light-driven photocatalytic activ-
ities. COFs 1 to 7 showed relatively narrow light absorption
bands (Figure S18). Next, Mott–Schottky tests were carried
out to estimate the valence and conduction band positions in
the COFs. The obtained Mott–Schottky plots (C� 2 vs E) for
the COFs showed a positive slope typical of n-type semi-
conductors, with flat band values (Efb, vs Ag/AgCl) of � 0.60,
� 0.61, � 0.65, � 1.09, � 0.74, � 0.97, and � 1.01 V for
COFs 1P, 2P, 3P, 4P, 5P, 6P, and 7P, respectively (Fig-
ure 3d). This data together with the band gap data allowed
the valence band (VB) and conduction band (CB) edges of
the COFs to be calculated (Figure 3e). Subsequently, the
electronic conductivity of the COFs were studied by EIS.
COFs 4P, 6P, and 7P exhibited a smaller semicircle in the
Nyquist plots, indicating a lower charge transfer resistance
and more efficient charge carrier transport and separation
compared to the other COFs (Figure 3f). Subsequently,
photocurrent measurements were conducted to evaluate the
photoelectric responses of COFs 1P, 4P, 6P, and 7P (Fig-
ure 3g). Anodic photocurrents were detected under chopped
light (on/off) irradiation for all the COFs. The light
responses of COF 4P, COF 6P, and COF 7P were higher
than COF 1P, suggesting excellent charge separation ability
and stability under light irradiation. Light-induced charge
carrier generation in the COFs was also verified using EPR
spectroscopy. COF 1P, COF 4P, COF 6P, and COF 7P
exhibited signals around g=2.004, indicating the formation
of the conduction band electrons under visible light
excitation (Figure 3h). Among the COFs, COF 4P showed
the strongest signal, indicating better charge carrier gener-
ation efficiency. Taken together, these results suggest that
the developed COFs could be utilized as an effective
photocatalyst platform for uranium extraction from seawater
due to their well-defined structures, high porosity, good

visible-light-harvesting ability, negative Efb positions, and
excellent charge separation and transport properties, which
satisfy the requirement for UVI reduction to UIV [0.411 V vs.
normal hydrogen electrode (NHE)].[23] As proof-of-concept,
we next conducted a series of photocatalytic experiments to
assess the viability of the COFs for uranium extraction from
seawater. In particular, we aimed to explore the effect of the
local electron donating and attracting functional groups on
the framework linkers on the photocatalytic performance.

Nuclear power generated by fission reactors using enriched
uranium (235U) fuel has a very low carbon footprint, and thus is
expected to play an important role in achieving carbon
neutrality by 2050.[25] However, uranium ore reserves on land
are limited, motivating researchers to pursue uranium extrac-
tion from seawater (where the amount of uranium is
�1000 times higher than on land, albeit highly dispersed as
dissolved uranyl ions).[26] Adsorption-based technologies devel-
oped to date for uranium extraction from seawater are not
economically viable due to the low uranium concentration in
seawater (�3.3 ppb) together with the large amounts of other
competing metal ions, high salinity, and marine biofouling.[24,27]

Therefore, significant improvements in the uranium extraction
efficiency from seawater are needed to meet practical require-
ments. The COF photocatalysts reported herein provided the
opportunity identify the key factors needed for the selective
and efficient photocatalytic reduction of UVI to a UIV solid
product (UO2), allowing valuable structure-photocatalytic
activity relationships to be established. We first evaluated the
photocatalytic performance of the COF photocatalysts in
�20 ppm uranium spiked seawater. The experiments were
carried out under visible light without using any sacrificial
reagents. As expected, COF 4P demonstrated the fastest
uranium extraction kinetics among all COFs, delivering an
adsorption capacity of 449.3 mg/g U after 8 h (Figure 4a).
COFs 6P and 7P showed slightly lower extraction efficiencies
(354.7 mg/g for COF 6P and 396.1 mg/g COF 7P, respectively).
By comparison, the UVI removal capacities of COF 2P,
COF 3P, and COF 5P were only 281.7 mg/g, 291.8 mg/g, and
328.1 mg/g, respectively, though these were all higher than
COF 1P which displayed slow kinetics and poor U uptake.
Notably, COF 4P possessed extremely rapid uranium extrac-
tion abilities in a �90 ppb spiked seawater sample, with
removal ratios of 92.9% and 99.6% within 1 h and 3 h,
respectively (Figure 4b). Stability is vital property for photo-
catalysts. Thus, we performed durability tests on COF 4P using
cycles of uranium extraction under similar conditions. Negli-
gible changes in uranium uptake were found after five cycles,
with PXRD and FT-IR results showing the used COF retained
its original structure. Results confirmed COF 4P possessed
outstanding stability (Figures S19–S21). In addition, after the
uranium adsorption tests, the presence of an uranium oxide
species was detected by the FT-IR spectroscopy and uranium
by energy dispersive spectroscopy (Figures S20, S22). SEM
showed the original morphology of COF 4P was retained after
photocatalysis (Figure S22). Notably, all chromenoquinoline
functionalized COFs showed much higher UVI removal ratios
than their parent COFs, indicating the photocatalytic activity
of the COFs was improved through the intramolecular cyclo-
addition post-synthetic modification (Figure S23).
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The generated UIV solid product was identified to be
UO2, based on X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), U
L3-edge X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS), and
HRTEM results. The U 4f XPS spectra of COFs 4P, 6P, and
7P after photocatalysis showed peaks at 382.3 and 393.1 eV
in a 4 :3 area ratio, which could readily be assigned to the
4f7/2 and 4f5/2 signals, respectively, of a UIV species (Fig-
ure 4c). The formation of UO2 was definitively confirmed by
the HRTEM image of an attached solid nanoparticle (Fig-
ure 4d). Lattice fringes with a d-space of �3.2 Å were
observed, which could be readily indexed to the (111) planes
of a cubic UO2. The U L3-edge X-ray absorption near-edge
structure (XANES) spectrum of COF 4P after photocatal-
ysis was similar to that of the UO2 standard, with the edge
position being typical for UIV, consistent with the XPS
results (Figure 4e). The Fourier transformed extended
XAFS (EXAFS) spectrum exhibited main peaks at 1.4 Å
and 1.9 Å, corresponding to the first U� O and second
coordination shells in UO2, respectively (Figure 4f, Ta-
ble S9). Moreover, peak fitting indicated that each U atom
was coordinated by approximately seven O atoms, typical
for UO2 (Figure S24).

Since COFs 4P, 6P, and 7P demonstrated excellent
photocatalytic activities for UVI reduction, we then evaluated
their uranium extraction ability in natural seawater. Ura-
nium uptake with time was recorded under visible light
irradiation. All three COFs demonstrated fast uptakes with
uranium extraction capacities of 24.1, 22.7, and 21.6 mg/g
achieved for COF 4P, COF 6P, and COF 7P, respectively,
after 3 days (Figure 4g). To the best of our knowledge,
COF 4P showed the highest uranium extraction capacity
ever reported for a COF, with record-high extraction
efficiency (8.02 mg/g/day) in natural seawater. This value
exceeds the all other COF photocatalysts and adsorbents
reported thus far (Figure 4g). A comprehensive comparison
of different COF-based materials for uranium extraction is
provided in Table S10. In addition, we studied the selectivity
of COF 4P for UVI uptake over other metal ions in natural
seawater, including ZnII, CrIII, FeIII, NiII, CuII, and VV

(Figure S25). The selectivity of COF 4P towards uranium
was several-fold higher than the other metal ions. Impor-
tantly, the selectivity towards uranium was about five times
higher than that towards vanadium during the photocatalytic
processing, suggesting good potential applicability in ura-
nium extraction from seawater. Since COF 4P demonstrated

Figure 4. a) Uranium extraction from spiked seawater with initial uranium concentrations of �20 ppm, using COFs (1P to 7P) as photocatalysts.
b) Uranium extraction from spiked seawater with initial uranium concentrations of �90 ppb, using COF 4P as photocatalyst. c) XPS spectra of
COFs 4P, 6P, and 7P after photocatalysis. d) HRTEM image of COF 4P after photocatalysis. e), f) XANES and EXAFS spectra of COF 4P after
photocatalysis. g) Comparison of uranium extraction uptake performance of COFs 4P, 6P, 7P and other reported materials in natural seawater. The
reference data for UO2, UO3, and UO2(NO3)2·6H2O in 4e were taken from our previous work.[24]
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excellent photocatalytic UVI reduction performance, we
conducted an economic feasibility analysis. Our calculations
estimated the cost of synthesizing COF 4P to be �4.7 USD/
g, suggesting economic feasibility of the photocatalyst for
practical applications.

Biofouling is a serious problem for most adsorbents,
seriously affecting the efficiency of uranium extraction from
seawater. Biofouling can passivate active sites and also
prevent light from reaching the photocatalysts, thereby
compromising the activity of the photocatalysts. Accord-
ingly, we evaluated the anti-biofouling properties of
COFs 1P, 4P, 6P, and 7P by testing their inhibition of marine
bacteria (mixture), Synechococcus elongatus (S. elongatus),
and Chlorella sorokiniana (C. sorokiniana) before and after
visible light irradiation. These bacteria and algae are
abundant in the ocean and play an important role in marine
biofouling. The results are summarized in Figures 5a–d, S26,
and Table S11. COF 4P showed 23.57%, 28.45%, and
45.42% inhibition of the marine bacteria, algae S. elongatus,
and C. sorokiniana, respectively, under dark conditions.
Under visible light irradiation, the anti-biofouling activity of
COF 4P increased dramatically, resulting in high inhibition
rates of 96.78%, 59.67%, 81.34% for marine bacteria, algae
S. elongatus, and C. sorokiniana, respectively. COFs 6P and
7P showed similar activities to COF 4P with high inhibition
rates of 93.55% and 95.12% towards marine bacteria under

visible light conditions. Moreover, COFs 6P and 7P offered
high inhibition rates against S. elongatus, and C. sorokiniana
(Table S11). In comparison, COF 1P showed lower anti-
microbial ability under the same testing conditions.

It is widely understood that superoxide radicals (*O2
� ),

singlet oxygen (1O2), and hydroxyl radicals (
*OH) produced by

photocatalysts under visible light irradiation can damage the
cell walls of marine microorganisms.[27a] EPR studies were thus
carried out to identify the radicals generated in the photo-
catalytic process by COFs 1P, 4P, 6P, and 7P in the dark and
under visible light irradiation (Figures 5e, f, S27). No EPR
signals was detected under dark conditions for any of the
COFs. Conversely, under light irradiation, *O2

� and *OH were
generated and trapped using 3,4-dihydro-2,3-dimethyl-2H-
pyrrole 1-oxide (DMPO), whilst 1O2 was also detected after
adding 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine (TEMP) as the trapping
agent. The evolution of these reactive oxygen species
explained the excellent anti-biofouling activity of the COFs
under light irradiation. Taken together, the photogenerated
electrons in the COFs reduced UVI to UIV, whilst the oxygen-
containing radicals formed through the interaction of O2 with
the COF suppressed the growth of marine microbes, thus
ensuring efficiently uranium extraction photocatalysis in sea-
water (Figure 5g).

To gain deep insights into the selective photocatalytic UVI

extraction mechanism, we carried out time-resolved photo-

Figure 5. a) Photographs of marine bacteria after treatment with COF 4P (left) and COF 6P (right) in the dark and under visible light conditions.
b) Photographs of Synechococcus elongatus (S. elongatus) and Chlorella sorokiniana (C. sorokiniana) treated with COF 4P under dark and visible light
conditions. c) Photographs of S. elongatus and C. sorokiniana treated with COF 6P under dark and visible light conditions. d) Summary of anti-
biofouling activity of COFs 1P, 4P, 6P, and 7P under visible light conditions. e), f) EPR spectra for *O2

� -DMPO, *OH-DMPO, and 1O2-TEMP
complexes formed under visible light irradiation of COFs 4P and 6P. The black spectra were collected from samples kept in the dark, the colored
curved for samples exposed to visible light. g) Proposed photocatalytic mechanism used by the COFs.
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luminescence emission decay spectroscopy (TRPL) and tran-
sient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) measurements on the
COFs to evaluate their photogenerated charge carrier utiliza-
tion efficiency. The TRPL spectra showed that the average
fluorescence lifetimes of COF 4P (0.96 ns) and COF 7P
(0.59 ns) were significantly longer than those of COF 1P
(0.39 ns) and COF 6P (0.42 ns). The longer lifetime indicates
that the rate of recombination of photogenerated charge
carriers was lower in COF 4P and COF 7P (Figures 6a, S28).
Subsequently, the charge transfer dynamics in COF 4P was
studied by TAS, which also probes the lifetime of the
photogenerated charges. A 450 nm pulsed laser was used as
the excitation source. As shown in Figure 6b, the spectra for
COF 4P showed broad negative bleaching signals in the range
of 650–950 nm. The negative bleaching signals are associated
with the generation of excited electrons. Fitting the TAS
kinetic plots allowed determination of the lifetime of charge
carriers in COF 4P, which showed a long lifetime of 80.7 ns
(Figure 6c). These results verified COF 4P possessed slow
electron-hole combination kinetics, explaining the highly active
photocatalytic for UVI reduction. The data also revealed that
the charge carrier utilization efficiency of these COFs followed
the order COF 4P>COF 7P�COF 6P>COF 1P. Since the

COFs differed only in their structural components on the 1,4-
phthalaldehyde-derived linkers, results suggested structure–
activity relationships played an important role in regulating the
photocatalytic activity. In particular, the presence of nitro and
hydroxyl groups in the pores of the functionalized COFs
appeared to greatly enhance the photocatalytic performance.

To better understand the structure-photocatalytic per-
formance relationship, electrostatic potential (ESP) distribu-
tion analysis were performed for COFs 1P, 4P, and 6P. As
shown in Figures 6d–f, the ESP distribution of COF 1P was
comparatively homogeneous. However, the introduction of
the strongly electron-attracting nitro group (in COF 4P) or
strongly electron-donating hydroxyl groups (in COF 6P)
enhanced the local polarization of the framework in
comparison to COF 1P, which appeared to be a key factor
contributing to their enhanced photocatalytic activities.
Next, we carried out natural transition orbitals (NTOs)
analysis to identify the electron-hole distribution in the
COFs using time-dependent density functional theory
(TDDFT) calculations. As displayed in Figure 6e, when
strongly electron-attracting nitro groups were attached to
the 1,4-phthalaldehyde-derived linker (COF 4P), the excited
state hole was distributed on both the 1,3,5-triphenylben-

Figure 6. a) Time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) spectra of COFs 1P, 4P, 6P, and 7P (excitation at 375 nm) (b) Time slices of the transient
absorption spectra (TAS) for COF 4P (at λex=450 nm). c) TAS and fitting curves of COF 4P (at λex=450 nm). d), e), f) The electrostatic potential,
donor, and acceptor distributions for COFs 1P, 4P, and 6P.
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zene and chromenoquinoline ring, while the excited electron
was mainly located on the 2-nitroterephthalaldehyde com-
ponent, which served as the electron transport site. How-
ever, the donor and acceptor sites were located within the
hexagonal ring (pore) when hydroxyl was attached to the
1,4-phthalaldehyde-derived linker (as in COF 6P). Accord-
ingly, the chromenoquinoline rings acted as sites for photo-
induced electron accumulation, whereas parts of the C3

linker together with phenol components served sites of
electron depletion in COF 6P (Figure 6f). In comparison,
the electron and hole distribution overlapped the chromeno-
quinoline sites in the absence of extra functional groups
(COF 1P), which prevented efficient electron transport from
the electron donor to the UVI acceptor (Figure 6d).

Taking the above experimental and theoretical calculations
into account, the results demonstrate that the linker compo-
nents strongly influence photo-induced electron-hole separa-
tion in the multivariate COF photocatalysts and also excited
charge transfer between donor and acceptor. The presence of
electron-donating groups or electron-withdrawing groups can
tune the local electric charges, in a way that is beneficial for
electron-hole pair separation and efficient charge carrier
utilization, resulting in enhanced photoreduction activity
toward uranium extraction from seawater. Photocatalytic
activity increased with electron-attracting groups in the order
� NO2>� Br>-pyridine N, and with electron-donating groups
in the order � OH>� OCH3. Other factors that enhanced the
photocatalytic of the isorecticular COFs described herein
(especially COF 4P) were the structural regularity and crystal-
linity of the COFs, excellent visible light harvesting ability,
efficient photogenerated charge separation, and transfer
kinetics. Further, the high porosity of the COFs allowed
efficient mass transport and fast charge carrier transfer,
resulting in efficient uranium extraction from seawater with
potent anti-biofouling properties under visible light.

Conclusion

In summary, we have designed and successfully synthesized
a family of isoreticular 2D multicomponent COF photo-
catalysts via systematic engineering of the building blocks at
a molecular level. The experimental and theoretical studies
verified that post-synthetic generated chromenoquinoline
rings enhanced the π-conjugation of the framework, and the
local polarization generated through organic linker modifi-
cation (by adding electron withdrawing or donating groups)
tuned the charge separation and utilization efficiency,
creating novel intramolecular donor-acceptor (D-A) sys-
tems. One of our developed COFs, COF 4P, possessed an
extremely high uranium uptake capacity of 8.02 mg/g/day
under visible light, state-of-the-art performance for any
COF-based adsorbent or adsorbent-photocatalyst in natural
seawater. Our work lays a platform for the design of
improved COF-based photocatalysts for uranium extraction
from seawater and other applications.
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